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Abstract: This paper presents the recognition of speech 
commands using a modified neural-fuzzy network. To 
train the parameters of the network, an improved genetic 
algorithm is proposed. As an application example, the 
proposed speech recognition approach is implemented in 
an Electronic Bonk experimentally to illustrate the design 
and its merits. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When we want to communicate with a machine using 
speeches, it is difficult to let the machine fully recognize our 
spoken words. In general, the solution to this problem 
involves two main procedures: feature extraction and 
classification. Feature extraction is a preprocessing procedure 
in a speech recognition system. I t  is used to extract the 
specific voice features from the speech signals. In a noise free 
environment, each word or phoneme has its corresponding 
formant frequencies. However, when the environment is noisy, 
the speech signals are impure, and it is difficult to identify 
their corresponding features. The problem becomes more 
complicated when the speeches to be recognized have close 
phonemes. Thus, researchers worked on developing some 
distinctive feature extraction techniques. The most commonly 
used approaches are filter bank modeling and linear predictive 
coding (LPC) analysis [I]. Filter-bank modeling involves a 
bank of band-pass filters, which are used to model the 
characteristics of human ears. LPC analysis [ I ]  approximates 
the current sampled speech as a linear combination of its past 
samples. The time-domain speech signals are first windowed 
into frames, and the autocorrelation coefficients between 
frames are obtained. This approach mimics the human vocal 
tract. 
Classification is the next procedure to identify the input 
speech based on the feature parameters. Speech signal 
classification can be done in either a pattem recognition 
approach or a statistical approach. Artificial neural networks 
(ANN) and hidden Markov model (HMM) are commonly 
employed in the pattem recognition approach and statistical 
approach respectively [ I ,  81. ANN is distinct in discrimination 
[SI, and the classification can be done by measuring the 
closeness of the testing template to the trained templates. 
However, a large number of mathematical operations will be 
required if the number of speech samples is large and the 
duration of the speech is long. HMMs are good at statistical 
modeling of continuous speech signals. The states in the 
HMM characterize the phonemes. The speech is formulated 
into a sequence of states. 
Cantonese digit speech recognition is a challenge task. 
Cantonese is a nine-tonal and syllabic language [Z]. Some 
digits are difficult to discriminate when they are spoken in 
Cantonese, such as the digits ‘1’ and ‘7’. Other human factors 
will introduce additional dificulties in obtaining a good 
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performance in Cantonese speech recognition. Good 
algorithms for the speech feature extraction and classification 
are therefore important to give a high success rate on 
recognizing the spoken words. 
An electronic book (eBook) reader should have no 
keyboard or mouse. The main input device is a touch screen. 
As many functions are implemented in a single eBook Reader, 
it is not convenient to access these functions through menus 
and hot keys alone. By using a small microphone, a one-step 
commanding process using speeches is proposed for eBooks. 
To realize speech recognition for commanding, a modified 
neural fuzzy network (NFN) trained by an improved GA is 
proposed in this paper. The proposed NFN consists of two 
NFNs such that one NFN is responsible for providing the 
parameters of another NFN. In this way, the trained NFN will 
have dynamic parameters. Effectively, the rule base for each 
recognized pattem will change according to the pattem itself. 
On applying the proposed NFN, the performance of speech 
recognition is improved, and the time of training is shortened. 
The proposed training algorithm has the advantage of offering 
a global solution in a faster rate. In this paper, the modified 
NFN is used to recognize ten Cantonese digit speeches, and 
implemented in an eBook reader practically. 
11. MODIFIEO NEURAL FUZZY NETWORK 
A modified neural fuzzy network is proposed to recognize 
speeches. Refemng to Fig. 1, the proposed NFN consists of 
two NFNs, namely a tuner NFN and a classifier NFN. The 
parameters of traditional NFNs are usually fixed afier the 
training. In the proposed NFN, some parameters of the 
classifier NFN are adjusted by the tuner NFN (which have 
fixed parameters afier training) to cope with the changing 
environment during the operation. For example, when there 
are two sets of input-output data, namely SI and S2, separated 
in a far distance within a large spatial domain shown in Fig. 
2(a) and (b), it may be difficult for an NFN with fixed 
parameters and a limited number of rules to identify the 
features of the data. By using the proposed method, the rules 
of the classifier NFN are governed by the tuner NFN and are 
changed according to the network inputs. As a result, a set of 
input data will have a set of rules in the classifier NFN to 
handle them. 
We use a fuzzy associative memory (FAM) [3-4, IS] type of 
rule base for both the tuner and classifier NFNs. An FAM is 
formed by partitioning the universe of discourse of each fuzzy 
variable according to the level of fuzzy resolution chosen for 
the antecedents, thereby generating a grid of FAM elements. 
The entry at each grid element in the FAM corresponds to a 
fuzzy premise. An FAM is thus interpreted as a geometric or 
tabular representation of a fuzzy logic rule base. The tuner and 
classifier NFNs share the same structure as shown in Fig. 3. 
We define the input and output variables as x ,  and fi 
respectively; where i = 1 , 2 ,  ..., nio; n, is the number of input 
variables; j = I ,  2, _.., n,,,; nor is the number of output 
variables. The behavior of y j  of the NFN is governed by m, 
fuzzy rules of the following format; 
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Rg: IF x , ( r )  is A , s ( x , ( t ) )  AND X , ( I )  is A 2 % ( x 2 ( t ) )  AND ... 
AND xnm ( 1 )  is Amme (1"- (0) 
THENy,(t)is ~ , ~ , g = l , 2  ,..., m , ; f = 1 , 2  ,..., nd ( I )  
where nd denotes the number of input-output data pairs; 
A,(x,( t ) )  is the fuzzy term corresponding to xi(t); w , ~  is the 
output singleton of the rule g. The grade of membership of 
each rule is defined as, 
P J o =  ~ , ~ ( x ~ ( ~ ) ) x A ~ ~ ( x ~ ( r ) ) x . . . x A " ~ ~ ( x " ~ ( t ) ) ~  0, 
g =  l , Z ,  ..., m, (2)  
The j-th output of the NFN, y,(t), is defined as, 
'i 
ZPS (t)w,r 
c Pa (0 
Y j ( t )  = a=', (3) 
g=, 
It should he noted that for this partially connected neural-fuzzy 
network, the number of rules m, is equal to number of 
membership functions used for each input variables. 
Referring to Fig. I ,  the structures of both the tuner and 
classifier NFNs are the same, with the outputs governed by (3). 
The main difference is the outputs of the tuner NFN are the 
values of the classifier NFN's output singleton, wi8 . Hence, 
the rule base of the classifier NFN will change with respect to 
the input x( t ) .  
111. IMPROVED GENETIC ALGORITHM 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a directed random search 
technique [6] that is widely applied in optimization problems 
16-8, 101. This is especially useful for complex problems 
the number of variables to be tuned; pi , i = 1, 2, ..., 
pop-size;j = I ,  2, . . ., no-vars, are the parameters to he tuned; 
parai, ,  and para', are the minimum and maximum values 
of the parameter pi respectively for all i .  It can be seen from 
(4) to (6) that the' potential solution set P contains some 
candidate solutions p, (chromosomes). The chromosome pi 
contains some variables pi, (genes). 
B. Evaluation 
Each chromosome in the population will be evaluated by a 
defined fitness function. The better chromosomes will return 
higher values in this process. The fitness function to evaluate 
a chromosome in the population can he written as, 
The form of the fitness function depends on the application. 
C. Se/ection 
Two chromosomes in the population will be selected to 
undergo genetic operations for reproduction by the method of 
spinning the roulette wheel [6]. It is believed that high 
potential parents will produce better offspring (survival of the 
best ones). The chromosome having a higher fitness value 
should therefore have a higher chance to be selected. First, 
assign a probability qf to the chromosome p, : 
fitness = f @ , )  (7) 
4, = p p - " > x #  f ( p 0  , i = I ,  2 ,  .. .,pop-size (8) c f ( P d  
1;) 
The cumulative probability 8, for the chromosome pi is 
ii = ~~, x q l  , i = 1,2,  .. .,pop-size (9) "_, 
where the number of paramiters is large and the analytical Randomly generate a nonzero real number, d E [O I]. Then, 
global solutions are difficult to obtain. GAhas been applied in the chromosome p, is chosen if @,-, d +, ( Q, ~ 0 1, 
different areas suchas fuzzy control [11-13, 171,Path Planning Therefore, a chromosome having a largerf(p,) will have a 
[I4], greenhouse Climate control [I5], modeling and higher chance to be selected. Hence, the best chromosomes 
classification [I61 etc. will get more offspring, the average will stay and the worst 
to the will die off. In the selection process, two chromosomes are 
performance of GA. Different selection schemes and genetic selected to undergo the genetic operations, 
operators have been proposed. Selection schemes such as 
A lot of research efforts have been 
rank-based selection, elitist strategies, steady-state election 
and tournament selection were reported [21]. There are two 
kinds of genetic operations, namely crossover and mutation. 
Apart from random mutation and crossover, other crossover 
and mutation algorithms have been proposed. For crossover, 
two-point crossover, multipoint crossover, arithmetic 
crossover and heuristic crossover have been reported [6, 
20-221. For mutation, boundary mutation, uniform mutation 
and non-uniform mutation can he found [6,20-221. 
The standard GA process [6-7, IO] is shown in Fig. 4. In 
this paper, the standard GA is modified and new genetic 
operations [23] are introduced to improve its performance. 
The improved GA process is shown in Fig. 5 .  Its details will 
be given as follows. 
A .  Initial Population 
set of population is usually generated randomly. 
The initial population is a potential solution set P. The first 
P=1P, .P2 . . . . IP~"~ . .~ . l  (4) 
P. =b,, P,, "' P,, "' P,-~-I 2 
i = 1, 2, . . . , pop-size; j = I ,  2, . . . , no-vars ( 5 )  
paro;,. < p , ,  <para:,  (6) 
whcre pop-size denotes the population size; no-vars denotes 
D. Generic Operations 
The genetic operations are lo generate some new 
chromosomes (offspring) from their parents. They include 
crossover and mutation operations. 
Crossover 
The crossover operation exchanges information from the 
two parents, chromosomes p, and p2, obtained in the selection 
process. The two parents will produce one offspring. First, 
four chromosomes will be generated according to the 
following equations: 
(10) 
os: =[os: 02: ... osl-_l=p,.(~-w)+max(p,,p,)w (I!) 
os: =[os: os; . . .  os: , -_]=p~,"(~-w)+min(p, ,p,)w (12) 
(13) 
os: =[os; 0.7; .,. os:-"o,,]=y PI + P2 
os:=[os: 0s; ... ....~,.]=  
p, =[para',. p o m ~ , x  ... pora:;~..] (14) 
pm," = baraLin para:," . . . para,;""] 
(Pm" + P m J - W ) + ( P ,  +PJW 
2 
(15) 
where w E [0 I] denotes the weight to be determined by 
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users, max(p,,p,) denotes the vector with each element 
obtained by taking the maximum among the corresponding 
element of pl and pi. For instance, 
mu() - 2  31[2 3 1]=[2 3 31 . Similarly, 
mink, , p 2 )  gives a vector by taking the minimum value. For 
instance, mina1 - 2  31[2 3 iD=[1 - 2  11 . Among 
os: to os:, the one with the largest fitness value is used as the 
offspring os of the crossover operation: 
.,=[os, osi '.. OS..."YsI = 0s: 
i, denotes the index i which gives a maximum value of 
/(os:). i =  I ,  2, ,3,4.  
If the crossover operation can provide a good offspring, a 
higher fitness value can be reached in less iteration. In general, 
two-point crossover, multipoint crossover, arithmetic 
crossover or heuristic crossover can be employed to realize the 
crossover operation [6, 20.221. The offspring generated by 
these methods, however, may not be better than that from our 
approach. As seen from (10) to (13), the potential offspring 
after the crossover operation spreads over the domain. While 
(10) and (13) result in searching around the centre region of 
the domain (a value of w near to 1 in (13) can move os: to be 
near - 'I +" ), (11) and (12) move the potential offspring to 
be near the domain boundary (a small value of w in ( I  1) and 





The offspring (16) will then undergo the mutation operation 
that changes the genes of the chromosomes. Then, the features 
of the chromosomes inherited from their parents can be 
changed. In general, various methods like boundaly mutation, 
uniform mutation or non-uniform mutation [6, 20-221 can be 
employed to realize the mutation operation. In this paper, a 
different process of mutation is proposed. Every gene of the 
offspring 0, of (1 6) will have a chance to mutate governed by a 
probability of mutation, p ,  t [0 11, which is defined by the 
user. This probability gives an expected number 
( p ,  x no-vars) of genes that undergo the mutation. For each 
gene, a random number between 0 and 1 will be generated 
such that if it is less than or equal to p . ,  the operation of 
mutation will take place on that gene. The gene of the 
offsurine. of(l6) is then mutated bv: 
value of weight wn,, is varied by the value of I, where r is 
the iteration number and T i s  the total number of iterations. 
The value of weight w,, should be small as 5 increases in 
order to reduce the significance of the mutation. Based on this 
idea, a monotonic decreasing function governing wm, is 
proposed as follows, 
T 
T 
. .  
where w, c [0 I] and U',> 0 determine the initial value and 
the decay rate respectively. Their values are chosen by the 
user. For a large value of w/. it can be seen from (18) and (19) 
that Ao: ii r b a r a i ,  -a,+ ) and Aoi = r(03, -prim:,.) 
9 1 which ensure a large search space. 
When the value of 
Aost are small to ensure a small search space for fine-tuning. 
E. Reproduction 
The new offspring will be evaluated using the fitness 
function of (7). This new offspring will replace the 
chromosome with the smallest fitness value among the 
population if a rando ly enerated number between 0 and 1 is 
smaller than p ,  EP fi , which is the probability of 
acceptance defined by users. Otherwise, the new offspring 
will replace the chromosome with the smallest fitness value 
only i f  the fitness value of the offspring is greater than the 
fitness value of that chromosome in the population. p .  is 
effectively the probability of accepting a bad offspring in order 
to reduce the chance of converging to a local oplimum. Aner 
the operations of selection, crossover, mutation and 
reproduction, a new population is generated. This new 
population will repeat the same process. Such an iterative 
process can be terminated when it meets a defined condition, 
e.g. a defined number of iteration has been reached. 
F Benchmark k t  Functions 
Some benchmark test functions [8-9, 191 are used to 
examine the applicability and efficiency of the improved GA. 
Six test functions, f. (I) , i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  will be used, where 
x = [ x ,  x 2  ... x.]' , n is an integer denoting the 
~ 0 ,  the values of Bo,: and 
. - . .  
a,, +Aol iff(o,+Ao;)>f(o,-Aof,) dimension of the vector x. The six test functions are defined as 
follows, 
"' =io,* -Aok iff(o.+Aot)<f(o,-Ao:)' 
~0,: = wm, r(piraiax - o,, ) 
Ao;=[o 0 ... Ao; ... 01 
r E [o 11 is a randomly generated number; Wm. E (0 11 is a 
weight governing the magnitudes of Ao: and Aos: . The 
~ ( x ) = i * , 2 ,  I = /  -5.126x, 55.12 (23) 
k = l , 2 ,  ..., no vars (17) 
~ 0 :  = w.,r(o,. - p o r a L )  ,-, 




where n = 3 and the minimum point is atfi(0, 0,O) = 0. 
/ ,(x)=~'(lOO(x,+, -I,')'+(Z, - I Y ) ,  -2.048<x, <2.048(24) 
where n = 2 and the minimum point is ath(1, I )  = 0. 
J i ,  
where n = 5 and the minimum point is atfi(0.0, . . . ,0) = 0. The 
floor fUnCtion,f1oor(.), is to round down the argument to the 
nearest smaller integer. 
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f , ( x )  = i i x :  +Gauss(O, I ) ,  -1.28 S x, < 1.28 
where n = 3 and the minimum point is at b(0, 0, 0) = 0. 
Gauss(0, 1) is a function to randomly generate a floating-point 
number between 0 and 1. 
(26) 
iil 
, -65.356 < x, < 65.356 (27) 1 25  I fs(x) = -+ c 
j = l j + f ( x ! - a I ) 6  ,=I  
where 
32-16 0 1632-32-16 0 16 32 41- 32 32 32 32 32 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16 
-32 -16 0 16 32 -32 -16 0 16 32-32 -16 0 16 3 
0 0 0 0 0 16 16 16161632  32 3 2 3 2 3  
k = 500 and the maximum point is atf5(32,32) = 1 
f,(x)= ~ [ ~ , ~ - l O c o s ( 2 i a , ) + 1 0 ] ,  -5.12Sx, S5.12 (28) 
where n = 3 and the minimum point is atfs(0, 0,O) = 0. 
It should be noted that the minimum values of all functions in 
the defined domain are zero except for f, (x) . The fitness 




i = 1, 2, 3 ,4 ,  6. fimess = m:, 
and the fitness function for f, is defined as, 
fitness = fr(x) (30) 
The proposed CA goes through these 6 test functions. The 
results are compared with those obtained by the standard CA 
with arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation 16, 
20-221. The,control parameters of the proposed CA and the 
standard CA.. are tabulated in Table I .  These control 
parameters are selected by trial and error through experiments 
for good performance. The initial values of x in the population 
for a test function are set to be the same for both the proposed 
and the standard GAS. The number of iteration for each test 
function is listed in Table 11. For test functions 1 to 6, the 
initial values are [I 1 I] , [0.5 0.51 , [I ... I] , 
[0.5 ... 0.51, [IO ... IO] and [I 1 I] respectively. The 
results of the average fitness values over 50 times of 
simulations based on the proposed and standard GAS are also 
tabulated in Table 11. The performance of the proposed CA is 
better than that of the standard CA. 
IV. SPEECH COMMAND RECOGNITION I N  AN EBOOK 
A block diagram of the speech recognition system is shown 
in Fig. 6. Speech signals are recorded from the microphone of 
the eBook. A speech vector, which records the speech 
amplitude against time, is obtained. It then undergoes a 
feature extraction process using the uniform filter-hank 
technique to extract the specific frequency components of the 
speech. The frequency components are obtained by Fast 
Fourier Transform. The uniform filter-bank is used to 
transform the large amount of frequency components into 
several speech frames. The number of speech frame is equal 
to the number band-pass filters used to model the whole 
speech, and the band-pass filters are evenly distributed along 
the frequency spectrum. The speech feature parameters are 
obtained by the following equations: 
n 
I O l o g ~ s ,  
c.(a)= '=' ,a= 1,2, 3 ..., k. 
m 
d , ( a + l ) = c , ( a + l ) - c , ( a ) , a = 1 , 2 , 3  ..., k. (32) 
d. (1) = co (1) (33) 
where c. is the mean amplitude value of the frame a, a is the 
speech frame number, k denotes the total number of frames, m 
denotes the size of the frame, s, denotes the i-th element of 
the speech signal amplitude of frame a in frequency domain, 
do denotes the feature parameters of the frame. 
The outputs of the feature extractor will be fed to the 
modified NFN, which is employed to classify the input speech 
command. The inputs of the modified NFN are x =A 
where do = [do(l) p ( 2 )  ... d,(k)], 11.11 denotes the / 2  vector 
norm. The output values of the modified NFN are to indicate 
the similarity to each class. The training of the NFN is to 
maximize the following fitness value: 
1 
fitness = __ 
I + err 
c 




"PO' IIYd(l) - Y (1112 
(35) num num-pal 
where ydt) is the desired output vector; y(t) is the network 
output vector, num denotes the dimension of the output vector 
(the number of classes to be recognized), n u m g a t  denotes the 
number of training pattems. The desired output vector of the 
network is defined as follows. 
yr = [al.a2.al,...,~nvnl (36) 
where a,, i = 1, 2 ,  ..., num, describes the target class of the 
system. Only the value of a, for a particular class i is equal to 1, 
and the rest elements of y, are all zero. The improved GA 
will be employed to train the proposed NFN. Refemng to (2), 
and Fi 3, The par meters of the network, i.e. 
U: of 2; 05 o:,r for all i, j ,  g, k, I ,  m; form the 
chromosomes of the CA process. The superscripts T and C 
specify the tuner and classifier NFN parameters respective1 
During the recognition, the position of the element of y( f r  
that has the largest value indicates the possible class of the 
input pattem. 
APPLICATION A D RESULTS 
The speech recognition system shown in Fig. 6 has been 
implemented in a practical cBook Reader. The Cantonese 
speech signals are sampled at IlkHz, &bit mono. The speech 
samples are recorded from a male speaker and the amplitude 
of each sample is normalized to lie between -1 to 1. 50 
training pattems and 20 testing pattems for each digit are 
collected. The Cantonese speech digits are '0' to '9' (10 
classes). We use (31) to (33) to obtain 20 feature parameters 
representing each digit. The speech feature coefficients of the 
ten Cantonese digits are processed by the proposed NFN with 
20 inputs and 10 outputs. The membership functions of the 
proposed NFN are defined as follows. 
As (5 (4) = e (37) 
where the parameters X, and otZ are the mean and standard 
deviation of the g-th membership function respectively. The 
improved CA trains the NFN based on tbe training pattems in 
order to maximize the following fitness function: 
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(38) 
1 
I + err ficness = -
ElY d ( +  Y (4I' 
(39) eTT= , = I  10 500 
The number of training patterns for the modified NFN is 500. 
The first 50 training patterns are the feature parameters of the 
Cantonesedigit'l'. Thus,thefirst5Ovectorsofy,are[l 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 01. Similarly, the next 50 training patterns are the 
feature parameters of the Cantonese digit '2', and the 
corresponding 50 vectors of yo are [0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01, and so 
on. Different numbers of membership functions for each input 
in the tuner and classifier NFNs have been tested. They are 
(3,5), ( 4 3 ,  ( 5 3 ,  (5,4) and (5,3), where the first and the 
second number correspond to the tuner NFN and the classifier 
NFN respectively. The learning process is done by a computer 
with a P4 1.4 GHz CPU and 256 MB RAM. The number of 
iteration for training is 50000; w =  0 . 5 , ~ ~  = 0.01; w/= 0.5, w,= 
5,p,=O.I forallcases. Aftertraining,20Otestingpattems(lO 
Cantonese digits x 20) are used to test the performance of the 
proposed NFN. The fitness values for training are tabulated in 
Table 111. The fitness values for testing and the testing errors 
for each spoken digit are tabulated in Tables 1V and V 
respectively. From Table V, we see that the best result is 
obtained when we have 5 membership functions for both the 
tuner NFN and classifier NFNs. 
For comparison, a traditional NFN with different number of 
membership functions trained by CA with arithmetic 
crossover and non-uniform mutation [lo] is also used to 
perform the recognition. The number of iteration is 50000, the 
shape parameter, the probability of crossover and the 
probability of mutation of the CA [ 101 are chosen to he 1,0.8 
and 0.05 respectively. The results are summarized in Tables 
VI to VIII. It can be seen that the proposed NFN using the 
same number ofparameters (650) provides a better result. The 
successful recognition rates are 98.5% for the proposed 
method and 97% for the traditional method. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
A modified neural-fuzzv network has been movosed. An 
improved genetic algorithm trains the parameters of the 
proposed network so as to recognize 10 digits in Cantonese. 
The recognizer is implemented in an eBook practically. 
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NWeS for the two data sets. 
Fig.2.  (8)Adiagramshowingtwodatasetsinspatialdomain. (b)Thefearure 
Fig. 3. Three-layer neural hey network. 
Pmeedurc of the sandad GA I 
Fig. 4. Procedure ofthe standard GA. 
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Fig. 5. Procedure ofthe improved CA 
IO Nunherof 
ne"rrhipfunctiom 
Fig. 6.  Block diagram afthe Cantonese digit speech recognition System. 
(b) Standard GA with arithmetic cro~~over  and non-uniform mutation. 
Table I I .  Avera e fimess values obtained from the roposed CA and the 
tradftional CA for the benchmark test &ctions. 
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Table Ill. Fitness values under different combinatigns of numbers of 
membership functions for the pmposgd NFN (50 training pauems for each 
digit). 
Table IV. Fimess values under different combinations of numbers of 
membership functions for the proposed NFN (20 lesling pahems for each 
digit). 
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Table V. Number of r e c o p  errors for Cantonese digits :V-'9' wilh the 
proposed N (20 tesnng panems for each dlglt). 
Table VI. Fitness values ofthe oaditional NFt j  trained by CA with arithmetic 
CTOSSOVer and non-uniform mutation (50 training panems for each digit). 
Table VII. Fimess values of the traditional NFN hained by CA with 
arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation (20 testing pattems for each 
digit). 
Table Vlll. Number of recognition errors for Cantonese digits '0'-'9' with the 
traditional NFN trained by CA with arithmetic crossover and non-uniform 
mutation (20 testing panems for each digit). 
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